Reading Lesson

Date: Wednesday 10th February
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Tuesday
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Can I use retrieval
skills to find
information from
the text?

Can I use inference
skills to show my
understanding of
the text?

Can I look in detail
at a section of the
core text?

Can I answer
questions about a
text linked to the
class book?

Assessment task.
Submit your
answers on
Seesaw.

Reading: P150-154 of Kensuke’s Kingdom
NEW LEARNING: Deep dive into the text.
Read through the whole extract twice:
1. Read the extract quickly, trying to read it carefully but at a quick pace.
2. Read the extract slowly, being focued on retaining all the information rather
than the speed of reading.

INDEPENDENT TASK:
Show understanding:
This extract shows that all the characters/creatures are scared and worried.
Explain why each character or group of creatures are worried and scared and what
they do to make themselves feel better.
Construct an image:
For this section you can either:
-Draw what is happening in this part of the book in the form of a comic strip
-Choose a particular part of the extract and draw that.
You may choose the cave, searching the forest or another part of your choice.
What if?
What if Michael and Kensuke had never become friends? How would this change
this part of the story?
How do you think that this part of the story would be different if Kensuke and
Michael had not had the time to get to know each other after Michael’s accident?
Think about Kensuke’s actions when the man arrive on the island and how Michael
would not have been with him at that point if they were on separate parts of the
island.

Interview:
Imagine you are a news reporter and create five
questions to ask Kensuke about this extract. You
should create the questions and then come up with
the answer you think he would give.
Use your knowledge of the characters, this extract
and the rest of the text to imagine what he would
say.
CHALLENGE

Write the blurb:
Kensuke’s Kingdom has been published but there is no blurb!
You have been given the job of writing the blurb for the story.
Remember:
-There needs to be enough information to get the reader interested.
It needs to set up the story.
It should be a short paragraph that sets up/summarises the story without giving
too many of the important and surprising parts of the story away!

What did I find easy?

What did I find difficult?

